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A gentle gesture for wellbeing
Jade and rose quartz are the stars of Quadpack’s Gua Sha massage tools and
roll-on dispensers
Feeling good is not only a matter of
external beauty. The rise of holistic
wellness is proof that consumers are
increasingly attracted to formulas and
treatments that boost energy and
comfort feelings, leading brands to
invest in products that create a sense
of wellbeing.
Inspired by this self-care trend, international beauty packaging manufacturer and
provider Quadpack has launched Gua Sha massage tools and roll-on spheres for
fragrance vials with semi-precious stones. Traditionally used in ancient self-treatment
and millenary medicinal therapies, rose quartz and jade are perfect for healthconscious consumers who want to enhance their beauty experience.
Available in four different shapes, Gua Sha massage tools were used in Chinese
ancient treatments that use the stones to stimulate energy and blood flow. With a
gentle gesture, Quadpack’s Gua Sha tools can be applied both in face and body
massage rituals, helping with dark circles and puffy eyes, rejuvenating skin tone and
reducing wrinkles. They can be used on their own or with lotion, oils or cream to
enhance the desired effect.
Blending aromatherapy and stone therapy, the roll-on spheres can be used with
several formulas for an elevated experience. Besides fragrance, they can also be used
either with essential oils or skincare products, depending on the viscosity of the bulk.
The semi-precious stone spheres are ideal for wellness-oriented brands who would
like to offer natural and energy-boosting components such as rose quartz and jade for
better market positioning.
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…/continued
Gua Sha tools and roll-ons can be used together for improved effects. More stones
are available on request.
–ENDS–
About Quadpack
Quadpack is an international manufacturer and provider of enhanced packaging solutions for
beauty brand owners and contract fillers. With offices and production facilities in Europe, the
US and the Asia Pacific region, and a strategic network of manufacturing partners, Quadpack
develops bespoke and customised packs for prestige, masstige and mass market customers.
Listed on Euronext Growth in Paris since October 2019, Quadpack relies on a workforce of 600
people to build a more sustainable world. For more information, please visit
www.quadpack.com
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Legal notice
This document contains forward-looking statements about Quadpack’s business, financial
data, and events related to the company’s prospects. These forecasts can be identified by the
use of words such as ‘estimated’, ‘plan’, ‘expectation’ or words with a similar meaning.
Quadpack may also make projections in other reports, presentations and press releases.
Furthermore, the company’s representatives may occasionally make forward-looking
statements. These projections are based on current expectations and on certain hypotheses,
many of which are beyond the company’s control and subject to a series of risks and
uncertainties. In the event that any of these risks or uncertainties should materialise or the
underlying expectations are not fulfilled, the results or performance of Quadpack may differ
(either positively or negatively) from those explicitly or implicitly forecast. Quadpack assumes
no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements made previously.
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